Publications

Books


The book is based on my dissertation. It has been re-published online in 2017, available at: http://www.diss.fu-berlin.de/diss/receive/FUDISS_thesis_000000104616

Book chapters


The chapter has recently been re-published in English:


Conference Contributions (peer-reviewed)¹


Articles


¹ This list includes contributions apart from the HPDTRP only. In the program, the accepted (board-reviewed) projects presented their research at least twice a year at HPDTRP community meetings at Stanford and Potsdam. While not listing the presentations here, I have continuously given talks at these meetings since 2008.


**Invited Speeches**


von Thienen, J. P. A. (8.11.2017). *Science as humanity’s grand creative endeavour.* Talk at the Mike-Beaney-Colloquium at Humboldt University, Berlin, Germany.


**Media Contributions**


von Thienen, J. P. A. (2010). The propelling power of “space” and “instruction”. Available at: https://www.tele-task.de/archive/video/flash/9570/

von Thienen, J. P. A. (2012). Using Tele-Board to bring (some) design thinking into clinics. Available at: https://www.tele-task.de/archive/video/flash/17607/


---

2 This includes only speeches apart from the HPDTRP. In the program, there have been numerous obligatory and invited speeches since 2008.

von Thienen, J. P. A. (2013). Tele-Board MED: Der Bedarf. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1O0nyp0eks8

von Thienen, J. P. A. (2013). Tele-Board MED: Der Lösungsansatz. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-XaLmmQabY


von Thienen, J. P. A. (2017). Do creative ideas give rise to unique private mind or private language problems? Available at: https://www.tele-task.de/lecture/video/6337/


(Blended) MOOCs – Massive Open Online Courses


Academic Events


von Thienen, J. P. A. [organizer] (2017). Bringing neuroscientific and psychotherapeutic approaches together in design thinking research. Session at the Inaugural Meeting at Hudson Yard 10, with contributions from Pascal Wallisch and Michael Garfinkle, June 19, New York, USA.


